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I have one little grievance against the way in which the visitors' reports in many licensed houses are made. It is quite right and only reasonable that the clerk should write the first part of the report, dealing with the number of patients resident, the number of admissions, discharges, and deaths, but I do think the remainder of the entry in the visitors' book should be dictated by the visitor himself, if only to prevent the monotonous repetition of the stereotyped sentences: "All the patients were seen. There were no complaints. The house was in good order."

I have heard, but I cannot vouch for the truth of the statement, that in some asylums the clerk is busily engaged in writing the report while the visitors are going round.

Attendants.—The man who expects perfection in anything in this world is doomed to bitter disappointment. The superintendent who looks for it in his attendants is, to my mind, fast qualifying himself for a situation as an inmate of his own establishment.

I may at once state that I am not one of those who look upon attendants and nurses as the cause of the greatest of all our worries and anxieties. "Judge others by yourself" may be a rule not always safe to go upon, but if we prelude that rule by the words, "First put yourself in their place," we shall, I think, be able to look at the difficulties of our attendants' position in a truer and fairer spirit.

Do we rightly recognize these difficulties, more especially in private asylums? It must be embarrassing to the attendant with the most reasonable mind to have to act the part of servant at one moment to the patient entrusted to his care, and then by having to see that the general rules of the house and the instructions we give with regard to this individual patient are carried out, to pose, as it were, as his master.

Give me attendants and nurses who feel an interest in their work, who have kindly hearts, and are liked by the patients, and I can, and do, overlook many, what I then call, minor faults. Only let those faults be known, so that they may be guarded against. The dangerous attendant, to my mind, is your plausible individual, who is always doing right, who can never, no never, do what is wrong. This is a veritable wolf in sheep's clothing, and one to be avoided, and the sooner out of your house the better for your future peace of mind. I think, perhaps, we are a little too apt, in our endeavour to try and get a "perfect staff," to make a
first offence the last offence, and not to give that chance to
the erring attendants which often means the turning over of
a new page in their life's history.

I am, then, still ready to allow that the procuring and
looking after an adequate staff is no light work, and carries
with it many trials, many worries, and costs us many an
anxious hour; nevertheless inclined to believe that it is not
the greatest of the burdens we have to bear, and that on the
whole we should be contented that we are able to get fairly
competent persons to carry out some of the most trying and
harassing duties falling to the lot of those who have to
earn their own living.

To at all adequately give a fair summary of our trials and
troubles in the short time allotted to a paper would be
impossible, and I have not attempted it. I have only lightly
touched upon a few of them, and in doing so I trust you will
admit that I have not in any way taken too pessimistic a
view of what we have to bear.

This paper has been written in no complaining spirit, but
simply with the object of ventilating and discussing some
possibly not altogether insurmountable difficulties in the
pathway of our individual work. I can only end by saying,
—would it had been better done!

On Affections of the Musical Faculty in Cerebral Diseases. By
William W. Ireland, M.D.

A modern philosopher has revived the theory that music
has been evolved out of speech; but even adopting the
leading views of the evolutionists, this theory seems little
in accordance with their own methods. The harmony of
sound appears very low in the animated kingdom, whereas
the faculty of speech is the last and highest endowment.
Some insects and spiders have the power of producing
sounds. This is generally effected by the aid of beautifully-
constructed stridulating organs. "The sounds thus pro-
duced," Darwin tells us, "consist in all cases of the same
note repeated rhythmically, and this is sometimes pleasing
even to the ear of man. Their chief, and in some cases
exclusive use, appears to be either to call or to charm the
opposite sex."

The lowest form of air-breathing vertebrate animals,
frogs and tortoises, emit musical notes at the period of
courtship. In birds singing may be said to constitute a
language giving expression to the feelings rather than to the conceptions. The variety of notes in the nightingale is so great and prolonged that one might almost say he had the gift of poetry. If the intelligence of the bird were gradually increased through the development of the brain, language would naturally come out of singing; its speech would be song. Music is a gift attaching to a much lower organism than speech. In many children the perception and enjoyment of musical tones comes before the faculty of speaking or the understanding of speech. Some can hum tunes before they can speak. Richard Wallaschek gives a striking instance of early precocity in music.* The son of a musical composer and director, when no older than eleven months, long before he could speak of his own accord, sang the beginning of songs which he heard in the house. At that time "Hush, hush, hush, here comes the Bogey Man," was in every mouth. The child, having often heard this song, when the first word was spoken to him at once took up the tune, singing the three first words, though he otherwise could not speak, and could scarcely be expected to understand the meaning of the words.

Idiots have a turn for music quite disproportioned to their other mental faculties, and not unfrequently those who cannot speak at all can hum tunes correctly. The wonderful construction of the internal ear, and especially of the organ of Corti, puts the vibrations in the outer world in unison with its own tensioned fibres, and thus prepares them for reception to the brain without any difficult effort of adjustment. Music thus appears to be a rudimentary endowment which demands a much lower capacity than that of speech, and is less liable to be destroyed in mental decay.

Though distrusting those speculations by which naturalists pretend to show that one mental faculty is evolved from another, I venture to suggest that we might discern the first traces of the musical faculty in those rhythmical movements which are noticed in idiots of the lowest class. I have observed such cases rocking their bodies and keeping time by whistling or emitting some uncouth sounds. Amongst savages music seems to have a close connection

* See his paper, "Die Bedeutung der Aphasie für die Musik Vorstellung," in "Zeitschrift für Psychologie und Physiologie der Sinnesorgane," Band vi., 1 Heft.
with dancing. The native Indians in Guiana wear necklaces and other pendants from the body and limbs which by their jingling keep time with the dances. Throughout the East it is customary to combine labour with chants or choruses, the one being made to keep time with the other. All the world over such exercises as rowing, dredging, or rocking the cradle are accompanied by song. As Sir Charles Bell has observed, “This disposition of the muscular frame to put itself into motion with an accordance to time is the source of much that is pleasing in music and aids the effect of melody.” One, therefore, might rather say that speech was evolved out of cries and musical sounds than singing evolved out of speech. It will scarcely be questioned that music is no technical division, but a special faculty of the mind. The phrenologists located their organs of time and tune in the fore-brain, but this has been abandoned along with the rest of Gall’s system. Otherwise no attempt has been made to assign the musical faculty to any particular area of the brain. Of all talents bestowed upon man that of music is the most apt to be transmitted by heredity. All the great composers belong to musical families. Sebastian Bach had sixty descendants who were amongst the best-known organists and composers in Germany. What is thus so often propagated must have a deep root in the organism.

While the disorders of speech have been studied with great care and no little gain to psychology, the affections of the musical faculty in cerebral diseases have met with little attention.

There is a parallelism between music and language which Dr. Brazier has stated with admirable clearness in an elaborate paper in the “Revue Philosophique de la France.”* In both processes we make use of symbols which may be evoked through motor, auditory, and visual images. The musical note may be mentally sung or played, mentally heard, read, or written, as the letter, the phonetic symbol, or the word may be mentally pronounced, heard, or written. In ordinary speech, as in music, the education commences through the ear and by the auditory centres; then there is a certain training of the vocal apparatus to realize the auditory perception. Speech as well as music is learned through imitation by efforts made in childhood, but it requires a special education and more systematic efforts to

learn to read musical notes than to read words, and at last
the individual learns to trace these signs and to write
musical notes or words. One imperfectly acquainted with
music reads slowly and with difficulty, and is obliged to
play or sing in order to realize the signification of the
characters, just as a half-educated man reads aloud to help
himself to understand the full meaning of what he sees. In
those who have a great talent for music which has been
highly cultivated, the musical characters awake auditory
representations, so that some gifted musicians are able to
arrive at an idea of the value of a symphony by solely read-
ing without hearing it played. It is well known that injury
to a defined area of one hemisphere may deprive a man of
the power of speaking, leaving his other faculties intact;
but we are at a loss for instances where injury to any part of
the nervous system entails a loss of the musical faculty
without other damages to the mental capacity. Probably
the reason is that musical power must be on both sides of
the brain, and be exercised by both alternately when one
side is disabled. In playing a musical instrument both hands
are generally in use, the left hand often as much as the
right. In playing the violin some of the most delicate work
is performed by the fingers of the left hand amongst the
strings. In playing the organ both hands and feet are used.
It is likely that in singing the innervation comes from both
hemispheres much more than it does in speaking.

There is no question that there is a connection between
music and speaking which sometimes is hardly separable.
All speech has some tone in it; generally the voice is in a
medium, but painful emotion causes it to rise in the scale, or
sometimes to sink. A child commences to cry in a tone
nearly ordinary, but as it goes on it takes a higher note.

In some languages, like Italian, euphony is everything.
The increase of the musical tendency in speech leads to
poetry, which, though coming close upon singing, still
requires a distinct talent of its own. I have known a good
many instances in which men indifferent to music were fond
of poetry, and have a delicate ear for the time and cadence
of verse. Though they could not detect a false note in
playing, they would immediately notice a false quantity or if
the verse were a foot too long. This shows that there is a
distinction between the melody of tones and that of verses.

In motor aphasia the power of musical expression is
generally injured, though sometimes in a small degree.
Dr. Knoblauch has described the case* of a little girl of six who suffered from nephritis after scarlatina. She was seized with general convulsions, and remained unconscious for five days. After this consciousness slowly returned, but she was found to have right hemiplegia with aphasia. Later on she was able to say "mamma" with a few words. She could sing the song "Weiss du wie viel Sternlein stehen" with the right melody. The words of the song were properly pronounced when she sang, but she could not repeat them in a speaking voice nor voluntarily repeat single words of the same. She could quite well understand what was said to her. She had not learned to read or write. Dr. Gowers† had a patient in whom the whole of the motor speech region of the left hemisphere was destroyed through embolism of the middle cerebral artery. He could only say "Yes" and "No." One day another patient in the ward began to sing "I dreamt that I dwelt in marble halls," when the speechless patient joined in, sang the first verse with the other patient, and then sang the second verse by himself. Dr. Gowers observes that the words were used automatically, and this utterance must have been effected by the right hemisphere.

The child was for two months in the Clinical Hospital of Heidelberg, where she was treated by Professor Erb with iodide of potassium and the application of the galvanic current to the head. She was at the same time methodically exercised in speaking. In a month she was able to repeat the song without singing it; in two months she could utter most words and make herself understood, although she could not form sentences. As the arm had improved the child was discharged after being nine weeks in the hospital.

I myself had under my care a boy of nine years of age. Apparently he had always been deficient in his mental faculties; but his mother said that he could speak a little before he had an attack of varicella, after which he had much fallen off in intelligence. He was passionate, capricious, and resistant. He never could be got to put on his clothes, though he took them off. This boy understood a few simple observations or directions, and seemed to have sufficient intelligence to have spoken a little; but he remained obstinately mute, only now and then uttering a word or two mostly under the influence of excitement. He was fond of

* "Brain," 1890, p. 320.
music, and could hum four or five tunes, singing the words of a verse here and there, or when someone else was singing he would join in with a few words and go on singing. Among the songs which he thus sung in part were "I'm off to Philadelphia," "The Boatie Rows," and "She is my Annie, I am her Joe." All attempts to get him to speak the words without singing were in vain. I had hopes that by encouraging him in singing and exercising his muscles by gymnastic drill he would come in the end to speak, but he was far from being a docile pupil, and only improved slowly during the year he was under my care.

I have heard of a patient in a hospital in London who was paralyzed on the left side. She could not speak in an ordinary voice, though she could say what she wanted in singing. She used broken sentences, always singing them.

Dr. Griffen* reports the case of a girl of eighteen who talked in a low, husky voice, but could sing with a full clear voice. Nothing abnormal could be found on laryngoscopic examination. It was regarded as a case of hysterical aphonia. The affection lasted 11 months, and was finally removed by encouraging her to sing, and getting her by degrees to speak what she had sung.

Dr. L. Frankl Hochwart† has studied the injury to the capacity for musical expression in five cases of aphasia. In all of these the musical power was injured, though in a less degree than that of speech. One patient, a man of 50 years, had hemiplegia of the right side. The power of speaking and understanding words, and also of reading and writing, were reduced to a minimum. Suddenly he began to sing. This gave him great pleasure, but he never got beyond the first measure of the same melody. Thus, though he could sing words which he could not speak, the power of musical expression was much diminished. Of the four other cases of aphasia all suffered from paralysis of the right side. All retained the capacity of understanding words. In three of them the power of speech was lost; in the fourth, a woman, there was great deficiency. All had been good at music. It was found that none of these four patients could sing spontaneously; but they could sing after the words were sung to them. One of these had been a good player on the violin; another on the piano. The first could not play on

† "Deutsche Zeitschrift für Nervenheilkunde," quoted in the "Neurologisches Centralblatt," No. 21, 1891.
account of the paralysis of the right arm, but could indicate
the strings to be touched; the other could play on the
piano with the left hand. Both could play from the music
book, but could not sing from it. In both patients the
power of playing music was much diminished. In all the
cases in which speech was lost the musical faculty had suffered,
though in a much less degree. Nevertheless, as Dr. Frankl
Hochwart tells us, cases have been described by Finkelburg,
Bouilland, and Limbeck, in which there was aphasia without
injury to the musical faculty.

The counterpart of motor aphasia would be a patient who
kept the power of speaking while he lost the power of sing-
ing or of musical expression. Dr. Frankl Hochwart tells us
that there is no record in which the power of musical expres-
sion alone was lost; but something nearly approaching to
this is given by Dr. Brazier from a written communication
which he received in 1873. Barré, a tenor, who sung the
important part of the Petite Fadette at the Opera Comique,
was suddenly seized, during the representation of the
play, with a complete amnesia; neither the orchestra nor
his comrades, who tried to prompt him, could succeed in
reviving his memory. He did not understand any more what
they sung, and could not himself sing a note. When he
got back to his lodgings he understood ordinary language,
and answered to what was said to him, but it was found that
not only the piece which he was singing, but all the pieces
which he had learned had faded from his memory, both
music and words. He recovered in some months, and was
able again to take up his parts. In this case it is clear that
the words were forgotten as well as the music. We are not
informed whether any other mental faculty was deranged.

Wallaschek mentions a number of instances in which
musicians suddenly forgot their parts in operas or concerts.
It would be easy, however, to give other instances of actors
in ordinary plays failing to recollect what they had to repeat,
although they did not lose the power of answering what was
said to them. This may be owing to a failure of facultative
power, brought on by emotion or fatigue. It sometimes
happens that persons under the influence of exhaustion have
found themselves unable to speak in a foreign language,
though they could use their own. On taking rest or some
refreshment, or otherwise recruiting themselves, the power
of speaking the foreign language returned.

Wallaschek tells us that the celebrated singer, Emile
Scaria, when performing at the Opera House in Vienna, came sobbing to the manager and said that he must have a special assistant—some one must be near him on the stage to whisper his part to him; the ordinary prompter was no longer sufficient. The company saw with increasing concern the singer's condition get worse. Two years after, at a performance of Tannhäuser, it was observed that Scaria could not be expected again to appear in public. The derangement seemed to consist in impairment of memory, which affected his recollection of words rather than of music. Scaria himself announced that it was Bismarck's wish that he should carry on the management of the theatre at Bayreuth. This he had taken up on the death of Wagner. But though Scaria had been entertained at Bismarck's house the Chancellor had never sent any such message. On one occasion Scaria went into a shop in Vienna and ordered a fur coat for the summer which should be lighted with a shining light from the inside. All this indicated insanity.

The counterpart of word deafness, or sensorial aphasia, would be the incapacity to distinguish musical from other sounds (sensorial amusia, Tontaubheit, of Wallaschek). As a general rule in sensorial aphasia the capacity for distinguishing tones is preserved. Some people, however, are born with a great incapacity for musical sounds, what is called no ear for music. Brazier speaks of a man who cannot distinguish one note from another in the ascending scale of the piano; every note struck seemed to give out the same sound. I once heard a Professor of Music say that a man told him he could not distinguish between the sound of a violin and a trumpet. There are soldiers who never can learn the bugle calls.

Dr. Brazier cites no less than fifteen authorities who have mentioned cases of what may be called sensory amusia (Tontaubheit or surdité musicale), the result of brain disease. Brazier lets us know that these observations of alteration of musical perception only occupy a few lines amongst lengthy descriptions of word deafness, and that they have been but slightly studied. Dr. Brazier describes the case of a patient who came under his own observation. This man suffered from attacks of ophthalmic megrim, during which there were passing fits of motor aphasia, lasting from four to five hours. On one occasion when Dr. Brazier called the patient was seized with megrim. There was no aphasia, but he
could not distinguish musical airs. The Marseillaise was being played by a military band, but, though he could hear quite well, the patient could not distinguish the tune. He said that he heard nothing but a noise of brass. Dr. Brazier now found that he could not distinguish tunes on the piano with which he was usually familiar. As this singular condition passed away the same evening there was scarcely time for conclusive examination; but the case indicated to Dr. Brazier's mind the possibility of tone deafness occurring isolated and independent of word deafness.

Lichtheim tells of a man who suffered from word-deafness. He could hear well enough when one whistled or sang, but could not recognize the tune. He used to enjoy hearing his children sing with four voices, but now he told them to stop, saying that they cried too loud.

In cases of aphasia which have been carefully studied it has been sometimes found that when the power of writing has been lost that of reading musical notes has also gone; but there are instances in which these two abilities have been lost singly.

Dr. Oppenheim has published clinical notes* of seventeen cases of aphasia in which the musical faculty has been the subject of careful inquiry. The general result of these observations was that the musical faculty survived the loss of speech in aphasics. In some of Dr. Oppenheim's patients the other mental powers were evidently injured. After the memory for melodies the memory for numbers was found to be the best preserved. Some after losing the power of speaking words could still hum tunes, others could sing songs, and one could even repeat songs in an ordinary voice, though he could not utter a word towards conversation.

Out of these seventeen persons in whom there was aphasia, with more or less destruction of the left hemisphere, the musical faculty was only extinguished in two cases. The most interesting of Dr. Oppenheim's patients was a man aged thirty-five years, an accomplished musician, and a member of an orchestra. He became subject to motor aphasia, with hemianopsia bilateralis dextra, but with no paralysis. Besides being unable to speak, the understanding of words was somewhat diminished. He could not

read ordinary letters, but could read and write ciphers, count and add numbers together. Though he could not write to dictation, he could copy writing, but slowly, and with many mistakes. If started with the first words of a song he could go on with the melody, never singing false. If difficult passages from an opera which he had not learned were sung to him once or twice he could repeat them correctly. Though he could not read ordinary letters, neither Latin nor German, he could quite well read and copy musical notes or write them to dictation. With little thought he wrote the C major scale, the C major chord, and similar sequences in musical notation.

He performed on the violin, but with less than his former skill. He complained that owing to the hemianopsia he could not follow with his eyes the motion of the bow. He said that during two nights there were people playing near him. He could distinguish the sound of a piano or violin, a violoncello, a hautboy, and a clarionet. Though this was a hallucination he was so convinced of its reality that he asked the attendants in the hospital to prevent the music during the night.

On the other hand, there are instances related by Finkenburg, Charcot, and others of patients who, without any aphasia, lost the ability to read music, while still able to perform from memory and reproduce the airs which they heard. There is the celebrated case recorded by Bernard: an old lady who taught the piano, though suffering from motor aphasia, could still pronounce the words of the airs which she remembered. She could read the titles of the pieces and the words of the songs placed between the lines of musical notation, though with some hesitation, but could not in any way understand the musical notes. Dr. Brazier gives from his own observation an example of complete blindness to musical signs (amusie visuelle) without any mixture of alexia or word-blindness. A teacher of the piano, aged 36 years, much accustomed to read music, after suffering for the whole day from nevrorim on the left side, in the evening found that she could not read musical notes. Her sight was unaffected, and she could read ordinary print or writing. This singular condition passed away on the third day.

Cases have been also reported of aphasics who could copy music which they had become unable to read. It is obvious that motor paralysis may much affect the power of musical
expression as exercised through playing on an instrument. Charcot has observed a player on the trombone who had lost the memory of the associated movements of the hand and mouth necessary for performing on his instrument. At the same time all his other motor memories remained unaffected.

Dr. Brazier has shown that musical airs are sometimes associated in the mind with auditory representations, or with motor representations or motor impulses, with contractions of the tensor tympani muscle, or with slight movements of the throat or larynx. Sometimes music is associated with the sounds of the voice, or sometimes with visual images of musical notation, though this is rare. A musician may associate the melodies known to him with more than one of these forms. With different men the associations are different. From this we see that derangement of these associations might tend to embarrass or diminish the musical faculty. One whose music has been principally learned through singing would be more likely to have the faculty deranged in aphasia than one who did not sing, but played on an instrument, whereas any motor spasms or paralysis would injure the power required for performing on an instrument, and thus injure the capacity for musical expression. All this must be borne in mind in considering the derangements of the musical faculty, both in aphasia and insanity.

There are stages in the exercise of the musical gift which mark divers degrees of capacity. There is the simple pleasure derived from hearing musical sounds, the power of remembering a tune and repeating it by the voice, the power of performing on a musical instrument, the capacity for appreciating ideal high-class music, and, the highest faculty of all, that of composing new melodies.

As a general rule idiots have the capacity of receiving pleasure from music, and, as already said, mute idiots sometimes pick up tunes. When the talent for music is marked in the sane members of the family it is generally also marked in the idiot or imbecile. There are some idiots or imbeciles who do not care for music at all. On a careful examination of 180 idiots and imbeciles and 82 normal children Dr. Wildermuth* found that nearly one-

third of the idiots had a good capacity for music, and that 11 per cent. of the idiots and 2 per cent. of the normal children were destitute of all musical capacity.

The following is his table for the idiots and imbeciles:—

Of the 1st class...................... 27 per cent.
" 2nd " ..................... 36 "
" 3rd " ..................... 26 "
" 4th (musical incapacity) 11 "

For the normal children:—

Of the 1st class...................... 60 per cent.
" 2nd " ..................... 27 "
" 3rd " ..................... 11 "
" 4th " ..................... 2 "

Dr. Wildermuth observes that the people of the village of Stetten, from which the normal children came, were known to have a good talent for music, and that all these children had received systematic instruction in music, whereas many of the idiots, being newcomers to the institution, had never got any such instruction. Taking this into consideration he thought that his examination proved that the musical faculty in idiots was a relatively high one.

Dr. Wildermuth found that many idiots were indifferent to sounds which most people think unpleasant, but this might be owing to their general indolence. On the other hand some showed antipathy towards tones and noises which are generally thought not unpleasant. One wept at the sound of a drum. An epileptic idiot was thrown into a state of angry excitement by the sound of a bell; a hydrocephalic imbecile by that of a wind instrument.

This aptitude in idiots has been taken advantage of in giving them musical drill. Of those who can speak many can be taught singing. This is done simply by the ear. Though it may be said that idiots have musical tastes and aptitudes which are not much behind those of normal children, they very rarely attain any skill in playing upon musical instruments. They are deficient in mental application, generally indolent, and habitually awkward in all bodily exercises. Nevertheless their talents for music present a striking contrast to their utter want of aesthetic tastes, of appreciation of the combinations of colours, beauty of form, or natural scenery. With idiots and imbeciles music is their greatest talent, and arithmetic their greatest deficiency.

We have accounts of some striking manifestations of
increased power in the musical faculty in somnambulism and hypnotism.* In these states the will is in abeyance and the sensibility of the auditory nerves much increased, hence it is not surprising that music should, as it were, draw the whole spontaneous attention. Musical hallucinations said to be of ravishing beauty are described as accompanying the delirium following the use of Indian hemp, in which the activity of all the senses is so much heightened. Increased power in musical expression may sometimes accompany the exaltation of mania, though it can scarcely be exerted otherwise than after an irregular fashion.

As far as my knowledge goes musical expression is best preserved in delusional insanity, but this might be said to hold good with most of the mental faculties.

Ribot has stated as a law of regression that the memory is constituted by a stratification of impressions mounting from the oldest to the most recent. It is destroyed by erosion from the most recent down to the oldest deposits.

It might thus be supposed that in the downward progress of dementia the musical faculty would be the last to go. This in some cases seems to hold good. I have heard of one patient sinking into dementia, who not only retained her musical ability, but could even pick up new tunes. There are patients in asylums who, when seated before a piano, can play their old melodies, although they have lost almost all their other accomplishments. I knew of one girl, aged about fourteen, once clever at school, who had learned music. She became demented through brain fever, and had ceased to speak save a few words which she used in different tones. She was still fond of music; she would go to the piano and play the half of a tune and then stop. She did not play it

* Many of these have been collected to form an interesting paper, "Das musikalische Gedächtniss und seine Leistungen bei Katalepsie, im Traum und in der Hypnose," von Richard Wallaschek in the "Vierteljahrschrift für Musikwissenschaft," 1892, 2 Vierteljahr. A curious case has been related by Dr. Abercrombie ("Inquiries Concerning the Intellectual Powers," eleventh edition, p. 318) of a poor girl employed on a farm. She had been accustomed to sleep in a room separated by a thin partition from one often used by a wandering fiddler. He often spent a part of the night in performing pieces. Several years after the girl was servant in the house of a lady, Dr. Abercrombie's informant. Mysterious music was heard in the house during the night, which was traced to the sleeping-room of the girl, who was found fast asleep but uttering from her lips a sound resembling the sweetest tone of a small violin. After this fashion she performed elaborate pieces of music. This went on, with other curious acts of somnambulism, for several years. In her waking condition she was dull of intellect and showed no kind of turn for music. It is believed that she afterwards became insane.
badly, but broke off suddenly. Anyone who has spent a little
time in an asylum must have noticed the irregular playing
and singing of the insane, generally snatches of songs or of
airs, sometimes loud and sometimes soft, or shifting from one
chord to another, showing that the musical faculty shares in
the profound disorder of the whole mind. In preparing this
paper I have had the advantage of reading some valuable
notes lent to me by Dr. Richard Legge, assistant physician
to the Derby County Asylum, some of which are given in
the same number of this Journal.

Apparently Dr. Legge differs from me as to the relative
decay of the musical faculty in dementia. This makes me
doubtful of the correctness of my opinion, which is, however,
shared by others.* It is to be hoped that Dr. Legge will
continue his observations, for which he is very well qualified,
from his great knowledge of music and his field for observa-
tion. In the meantime I venture to present the following

Conclusions.

That the area of the brain through which musical feeling
and activity are realized is not confined to the convolutions of
the left hemisphere implicated in motor and sensory aphasia.
It seems to me that the musical faculty must be exercised on
both sides of the encephalon. Whether its activity depend
upon a circumscribed portion of the brain seems doubtful.
It would be desirable to have observations to solve the
question whether diseases of the right hemisphere may
cause loss of the power of singing, or following, or repro-
ducing melodies. I am inclined to think that this power
could only be extinguished by lesions to both sides of the
brain at once. It also seems to me that the musical faculty
may still survive after extensive brain diseases, which have
more deeply impaired the more complex mental faculties.

* Dr. Batty Tuke, jun., observed that in insanity the musical faculty was
often the last to go. He mentioned two lady patients who, though incoherent
in speech, played with great accuracy on the piano. One of them played by
the ear; the other from musical notes, although she was quite unable to read
a book, and had not dressed herself for twenty years. (Report of Meeting of
Music and the Musical Faculty in Insanity. By Richard Legge, M.D., Assistant Medical Officer, Derby County Asylum.

The subject of Music and the Musical Faculty in connection with insanity is one which has several interesting aspects, and one which, in some directions, offers for observation a field which has hitherto been little worked. I propose to bring together in this paper some of the facts which have fallen under my notice, and to offer a few comments upon them.

The term musical faculty includes: (1) Capacity for recognizing sounds of definite pitch, and the relationship of such sounds one to another, i.e., "having an ear for music;" (2) Susceptibility of the emotions to musical influence, (including a natural or cultivated taste for music); (3) Skill in the execution of music, vocal or instrumental; (4) Power of composing original music.

The first of these is strictly analogous to the colour-sense. Colour-sense is deficient in a considerable proportion of healthy persons, but, probably, it is never entirely absent. Ear for music, also, is in many but slightly developed, though it seems to be always present to at least such a degree as will enable its possessor to discriminate between sounds of very high and of very low pitch. Above this there is every degree of capacity. A person with "no ear" can, probably, tell which one of two notes played to him is of the higher pitch, but he will have little or no idea of their interval; some, whose musical capacity is more developed, and who can whistle or sing melodies without going far out of tune, cannot tell the progression of a tone from that of a semitone, or that of a major third from that of a minor third, when played to them on a keyed instrument; while others can clearly distinguish a great tone from a small tone (C to D, and D to E, in the untempered scale). It is not easy to determine accurately the amount of ear for music which a person may possess, and with the insane the difficulty is increased; in the case of idiots, often, all that we can do is to form a rough judgment, by listening to their singing and noting if it be in tune. In judging a person's ear for music the point to be observed is his power of appreciating intervals (or "relative pitch"), and this is practically the same thing as his power of telling when and how far a
melody which is played to him goes out of tune. The capacity for telling the "absolute pitch" of notes, that is, for recognizing approximately the number of vibrations per second of a single note, is one which is of little importance; few persons possess it to a high degree, and it is useless to musicians. Appreciation of relative pitch is improved by cultivation. When there is an ear for music there is also usually a sense of rhythm, but the latter is often well marked in persons in whom the former is rudimentary. It is worth noting that the colour-sense is more often deficient in musicians than in any other class of men (Edridge Green). A capacity for one form of art seems to limit its possessor in other directions; poets are commonly deficient in musical ear. A sense of rhythm is not confined to musicians; rhythm has its analogue in poetry as Metre, in the graphic arts and in architecture as Repetition of similar parts.

The three other, and higher, divisions of the musical faculty require no explanation.

In Acute Mania there is generally incoherence of musical, as of other, thought. If the patient sings he generally sings snatches of songs, and these are often inaccurate and out of time and tune. Music heard by him has little effect; at most it arrests his attention for a moment, or turns the current of his thoughts into a different channel.

Patients suffering from Sub-acute Mania often give vent to their feelings by singing, or by playing upon an instrument; they are not fastidious about time or tune, and their performances are usually fragmentary. Two of these patients sang hymns loudly while I fed them with the oesophageal tube—one in emulation of the martyrs who sang at the stake, the other as an expression of defiance. Another patient, in whom a series of epileptic fits is ushered in by a period of maniacal excitement, shows her feelings by singing a verse of a hymn over and over again. She varies her expression to suit every emotion, and sings it coaxingly, joyously, angrily, or furiously, as the feeling of the moment may prompt, and entirely without regard to the proper sentiment of the words or tune. Another patient, also epileptic, and a fair pianist, becomes very irritable when a series of fits is approaching. For a few days before the attack he is constantly at the piano playing choruses from Handel's oratorios. He makes many mistakes, plays too quickly, and gets angry if interrupted. When he has
Their playing is without expression, they play loudly or softly, quickly or slowly, not as the music requires, but as their feelings at the moment may prompt. They are uncertain, apt to break down, or to stop suddenly. Some of them, especially those with engrossing delusions, learn new music with difficulty. Chronic maniacs who have a little knowledge of any art will often make this a hobby. In most asylums we see patients who spend their time drawing pictures without perspective, or writing poetry without metre. I think they less frequently take to music, probably for the reason that to play upon an instrument involves some physical exertion or a bodily position which must be kept up by an effort. A patient lately under observation spent all his time writing out the tunes of hymns from memory; he wrote them (in default of better) upon brown paper which he had ruled; they were usually correct. He bound the paper into books and sang the hymns at intervals. Excitable patients occasionally become excited on hearing lively music; but, upon the whole, I think that susceptibility to musical influence is less marked among chronic maniacs than among the same.

Patients with Melancholia, where the depression is at all severe, seldom play, and are seldom pleased on hearing music. Florence Nightingale remarks that sick people generally like music in which the sounds are sustained (as those of the harmonium), and dislike that of an opposite character (as of a piano, played staccato), without much regard to its being good or bad, cheerful or solemn. I think from my own observation that this is true, and that it may apply to cases of slight depression, provided, of course, that the patient is not indifferent to music; but in cases of severe depression music of a sad character deepens the patient’s gloom, while lively music often irritates him as out of keeping with his feelings. There is but small hope of music taking an important place as a curative agent in melancholia. Music of a high class appeals strongly to, and is a serious influence in, the lives of some persons; but such persons are few, and high-class music cannot be appreciated without an effort, an effort which the melancholic cannot give. The relation of music to melancholia is very much that of the other arts. A patient is no more likely to be benefited by high-class music than he is by the poems of Milton, the cartoons of Raphael, the Laocoon, or the higher mathematics; while the influence of popular music does not differ in kind from that of the
other arts, as represented by "Punch," "Tit-Bits," oleographs, and decorative wall-papers. These and other cheerful influences are, no doubt, very valuable in hastening the recovery of patients already improving, and in brightening the lives of the permanent residents in our asylums; but we can no more expect to cure a well-marked case of melancholia with them than we can hope to make a man forget the recent loss of a friend by taking him to see a farce at a theatre.

In Melancholia Attonita, the aesthetic faculties seem to be in abeyance. A patient who is uninfluenced by physical discomfarts which would be intolerable to a sane person, cannot be expected to be susceptible to influences of an artistic character. Among the patients I have seen with this disease, a more than due proportion have had, when well, musical or artistic tastes.

In General Paralysis patients who previously have been musical often have exaggerated ideas of their musical powers. In two cases, where I was able to ascertain the patient's musical capacities before he became subject to the disease, there was subsequent loss of ear for music. The patient continued fond of music, but had lost the power of singing in tune, or of telling when an instrument or voice was out of tune even to the extent of half a tone or more, and he did not notice gross mistakes in his own playing or in that of others. One of these patients had formerly written a clear, neat hand; this was changed to a large, shaky, scrawl, but he did not notice the difference. As the appreciation of music consists in recognizing the relation of many tones one to another, each tone having a definite number of vibrations per second, it is not surprising that it should be affected in general paralysis, where there is a want of the sense of proportion and comparison, a confusion of mental standards, and, perhaps, a disturbance of the muscular sense. In one general paralytic I have seen an analogous change in the colour-sense. The patient regarded as yellow all the colours to the left of the blue in the spectrum; those to the right of it he called blue, or purple. This condition came on with the disease, and increased with it; in the later stages he thought that every colour was tinged with yellow.

In Dementia, the aesthetic feelings decay with the general mental powers, and perhaps more quickly. After the capacity for appreciating music has been lost, the power of performing upon an instrument remains. The following case is
typical of the class:—A lady, highly educated and a good pianist, is very demented; she does not recognize her attendant, and cannot look after herself in any way; she takes no notice of music played in her hearing, and does not of her own accord go to the piano. If placed at the instrument and music put before her she plays at once, reading difficult music at sight; she generally plays far too quickly, and, if in a bad temper, her playing is quite a scramble. She plays fairly correctly, but makes more mistakes than she formerly did. If a piano duet be placed before her, she plays first the page to the left (bass part); and then, without pausing, the page to the right (treble part).

In the Partial Manias, the musical faculty may be unpaired. In one case, where there were hallucinations of the sense of smell, the patient was an excellent performer upon the violin, and played with the most perfect taste. In another case a perfectly sane musical faculty coexisted with hallucinations of hearing; the patient heard imaginary voices, but never, so far as I could ascertain, musical sounds.

The relation of the musical faculty to Idiocy is one of the most interesting branches of the present subject; it is one, unfortunately, for which I have little material at my disposal. I have examined, altogether, fifty idiots of various degrees of idiocy, a number too small to enable us to form safe generalizations. Out of these, thirty appeared to be pleased when they heard music, twenty were quite indifferent to it, fifteen used to hum or whistle or sing tunes without words, nine sung tunes with words. Five of the fifteen could also articulate words correctly, but without any idea of their meaning. One had never been heard to speak, and was supposed to be deaf and dumb, until she was heard singing a tune picked up from another patient; she took little notice of unmusical noises, even when loud, but usually showed pleasure on hearing musical sounds; she was almost devoid of intelligence, could not walk, and did not recognize her nurse. Four of the fifty were fond of drawing, three did woolwork in fantastic patterns, and less than half of the fifty appeared to be pleased by looking at pictures or bright colours.

In idiocy we find that a rudimentary aesthetic sense frequently exists in cases where other common mental attributes are nearly, or quite, absent; where there may be no intellect or reasoning power, where the appetites may be represented only by a dull desire for food, and where the patient’s capacity for pain and pleasure is much below the
normal standard; and in idiots we may often notice an amount of musical capacity which seems out of proportion to the general mental development. I think this is rendered less surprising by the consideration that the aesthetic sense appears early in the infant, in whom we may see a well-marked taste for lively tunes and bright colours at a time when most of the faculties are but slightly developed. It also makes an early appearance in the evolutionary scale. The colour-sense exists in the crustacea; a well-developed colour-sense and love of ornament is found amongst birds; insects probably have a sense of musical pitch, and birds have musical ear to a remarkable degree, several species being able to imitate melodies accurately. I have observed a wild thrush, whose song was the following melody, sung as well in tune as most singers would make it:

\[\text{\textbf{It is remarkable, however, that no mammal below man, with the exception of the Singing monkey, appears to have any delicate perception of pitch (Romanes).}}\]

Grating the existence of an aesthetic sense in the idiot, I think it is more likely to find expression in the direction of music than in that of any other of the fine arts. To give the aesthetic sense expression by means of Form in the graphic or plastic arts, or of Colour, requires a long training in the use of tools; but to give it expression by means of music requires only a healthy larynx and a model to imitate. Poetry requires the use of language, a very difficult tool, and a very late product of development.

In the matter of ear, idiots do not seem to be inferior to musically-uncultivated sane persons. Of their sensibility to music I think the same is true. In performing upon musical instruments imbeciles occasionally attain a fair proficiency; and, provided that the imbecility be slight and not accompanied by arrest of bodily development, there is no reason why an imbecile should not acquire the mere mechanical and imitative part of musical performance; but as the higher expressions of the aesthetic sense involve not only emotions of great complexity, but much pure intellect, so, in the power of employing music as a means of appealing to the higher feelings, the capacity of the imbecile diminishes part passu with his mental power, and never reaches the sane standard. In composition, the highest form of the musical faculty, idiots are as sterile as they are in any of the other fine arts.

In the Acquired Insanities, the higher forms of the musical faculty—those forms which use music as a means of expressing intellectual ideas or the more complex emotions—generally suffer, as we might, a priori, have expected; the musical performances of the patient often reflecting the incoherent, distorted, depressed, or defective state of his mind. Susceptibility to musical influence and love of music are variously affected in the different insanities. Capacity for performing upon an instrument does not usually suffer much in itself, though it is, of course, affected indirectly by the patient's mental state; even in advanced dementia patients may retain the power of reading at sight and of playing from memory. Musical "Ear," so far as my experience goes, is affected in general paralysis alone.

The case of the organist, mentioned above, looks like an instance of reversion to a primitive type. Among savages the first stage of musical culture beyond "mere gliding of the voice up and down without notes strictly defined to one another" is "the achievement of a single musical figure, which is reiterated over and over again." A phrase, consisting of a short fragment of a scale, will be sung repeatedly for hours by the Australian aborigines. "The next step is the contrast of the two melodic figures" (Hubert Parry). It will be noticed that the thrush, whose song I gave above, was entering the second of these stages, and that much of the organist's performance was not beyond them.

The aspects of this subject which I think most likely to reward the investigator are:—The occurrence of the musical faculty in idiocy, its decay in dementia, and its loss or alteration in paralytic and organic dementia; though others, also, are of much interest to an observer who can view the matter from an artistic standpoint, and who has the insane of the cultivated classes as material for study.